This article presents a new redundancy strategy for system reliability optimization. The proposed strategy is a general form of a recently introduced strategy called ''Mixed Strategy.'' Adding parallel redundant component is a common approach in order to improve the reliability of a specific system. This approach is known as redundancy allocation problem. The redundancy allocation problem is a challenging issue for many researchers which has been subjected to investigation in this study. Generally, in the redundancy allocation problem, there are three redundancy strategies for using the redundant components: active, standby and mixed. The new emerging mixed strategy is a general form which involves both active and standby strategies. In this article, a general form of the mixed strategy called ''K-mixed,'' will be introduced and mathematical formulation for calculating the reliability of this new strategy will be presented. In order to evaluate the efficiency of the K-mixed strategy, a single specific subsystem with four components will be used and reliability of the subsystem will be computed by considering all three previous strategies and the new one. To have a better understanding about the performance of these four strategies, the effect of switch reliability and component reliability will be further examined.
Introduction
Reliability is a concept which is regarded as a positive feature of components, systems or products. Nowadays, with the rapid development of technology, reliability optimization problems have become more significant. As such, reliability issues pertaining to systems in a number of field such as telecommunication systems, transformation systems, electrical systems, space exploration and satellite systems have received an increasing attention. 1 In order to improve the reliability of a specific system, four options are available, including (1) improvement of reliability of component, (2) employment of parallel components as redundant, (3) combination of the two previous options and (4) reassignment of interchangeable components. 2 The second option is called redundancy allocation problem (RAP) which is a challenging issue for researchers in reliability optimization. It has been proved that RAP belongs to the NP-hard class of optimization problems. 3 In RAPs, redundancy strategy plays a significant role in increasing reliability of a system or subsystem. Generally, there are three types of redundancy strategies, namely, active, standby and mixed. The latter is a new strategy which is a combination of the two former. 4 In active redundancy strategy, it is assumed that all redundant components start working together from the outset and only one of these components is necessary for system operation. Actually, according to Peng et al., 5 there are some exceptional cases in active redundancy strategy. Sometimes, the components can be separated into several work sharing groups so that these groups provide active redundancy instead of individual components. There are three cases for standby strategy called cold-, warm-and hot-standby. In the coldstandby strategy, redundant components are protected from the operational stress associated with system operation. Thus, the failure rate of redundant components prior to its operation is minimized. Components in warm-standby are more affected by those stresses than cold-standby components. In hot-standby, possibility of component failure does not depend on whether the components are operating or not and therefore, the mathematical formulation for hot-standby strategy is the same as active strategy. 6 In the standby strategy, as a result of the failure of operation component, redundant components are used in the system in a predetermined sequence. This strategy requires a switching system to activate one of the redundant components to enable the system operation. Switching system is also possible not to operate correctly as the need arises.
Reliability optimization problem has been studied by many researchers with the application of active redundancy strategy. A number of models and solutions have been developed accordingly. These procedures range from exact optimization methods such as dynamic programming, 6, 7 integer programming, 8 Lagrangian multipliers, 9 column generation 10 to different meta heuristic algorithms, including Tabu search (TS) algorithm, 11 immune algorithm, 12 variable neighborhood search (VNS) algorithms, 13 particle swarm optimization, 14 colony optimization, 15 genetic algorithm [16] [17] [18] [19] and improved surrogate constraint method. 20 Some of the previous studies focused on optimization of system reliability with the application of standby strategy. Robinson and Neuts 21 developed a mathematical model for a system when cold-standby redundancy is applied and the components are non-repairable. Bhat and Gururajan 22 and Gurov and Utkin 23 considered the same problems with imperfect switching system. For a series-parallel system, Coit 24 presented an integer programming solution when the system only uses the cold-standby redundancy strategy. He considered imperfect switching and the Erlang distribution for failure occurrence in components. Zhai et al. 25 proposed a binary decision diagram-based reliability evaluation for a k-out-of-n system with warm-standby components. In a recent study, Aghaei et al. 26 considered the RAP with choice of redundancy strategies in a k-out-of-n structure. They developed a model to select the best strategy for each subsystem. Ardakan and Hamadani 27 studied a reliability-redundancy allocation problem (R-RAP) with cold-standby redundancy strategy and solved the problem using a modified version of genetic algorithm. Results indicated that standby strategy leads to better reliability values compared to active strategy.
The third redundancy strategy which is called mixed strategy was introduced by Ardakan and Hamadani. 4 In this study, the mixed redundancy strategy is developed for a series-parallel system and the mathematical model for calculating the reliability of this strategy has been examined. The multi objective redundancy allocation problem (MORAP) with mixed strategy is also developed by Ardakan et al. 28 to show the advantage of mixed strategy in comparison with its active or standby counterparts. Results reveal that mixed strategy leads to 13 structures which have better reliability in comparison with previous research. These two studies reveal the advantage of mixed strategy and the impact of this strategy on the reliability of a system. Ardakan et al. 29 investigated the performance of mixed strategy in RRAPs. They have shown that mixed strategy outperforms the active and standby strategies in all R-RAP benchmarks.
The mixed redundancy strategy is a combination of active and standby strategies. In this strategy, each subsystem has a number of active and standby components and the active and standby redundancy levels in each are taken as the decision variables. Standby and active strategies have their own disadvantages which have been discussed by Coit. 6 In Coit's study, the relation between reliability of cold-standby and active redundancy strategies in a specific system has been investigated. He indicated that for each component, there is a maximum redundancy level, n 0 , where cold-standby reliability is better than active reliability. If the redundancy level in a specific subsystem is less than or equal to the maximum level (n4n 0 ), the cold-standby has a better performance compared to the active strategy; otherwise, the active strategy will outperform the standby strategy. The findings reveal that both active and standby strategies have their own strengths and weaknesses. In active strategy, all the redundant components work together, while the system can operate with only one component. In cold-standby strategy, if the switching system fails, the remaining components become useless. In the mixed strategy, from the beginning, all active components in a specific subsystem start their operation at time zero. When the last active component fails, the standby components are sequentially replaced by switching hardware/software. The subsystem will fail when all active and standby components fail. The aim of mixed strategy is to determine the appropriate levels of active and standby components in a specific subsystem so that the subsystem reliability is maximized.
In this article, a general form of mixed strategy is introduced and the mathematical formulation is developed and the efficiency is compared with active, standby and mixed strategies. This new strategy is called ''K-mixed.'' Finally, the performances of these four different strategies are compared in detail regarding switch and component reliability.
Model description
In previous studies, some well-known benchmark problems, including series system, series-parallel system, parallel-series system and complex system, have been taken into account. Considering the complexity of the new proposed strategy, in this research, a single subsystem with a specific number of redundant components was subjected to investigation. The performances of all strategies are compared by considering different values of switching and component reliabilities. In RAP, it is assumed that the switch reliability and component reliability are predetermined parameters. However, in this study, different combinations of component reliability and switching system reliability are taken into consideration. The main objective is to evaluate the performance of the new strategy compared to traditional strategies in different situations. Obviously, the subsystem reliability has a direct relationship with the component reliability, switch reliability and type of redundancy strategy. This study is an attempt to shed light on the sensitivity of subsystem reliability as a result of switch and component reliability changes in all redundancy strategies.
Assumption
The assumptions of the current research are as follows:
This research is done for a single subsystem with four components. Components in the subsystem are non-repairable. Components' time-to-failure follows an exponential distribution. Components and the subsystem are two-state (operational or failed). The component reliability and the switch reliability are predetermined and considered as input parameters. Failure of components is independent of each other and do not damage other components. All the components in the subsystem are similar. Subsystem has an imperfect switching. Switching system is changeable or repairable and after changing or repairing, the switch reliability works as good as new.
K-mixed strategy
The K-mixed strategy is a general form of mixed strategy. Therefore, at first, the mixed strategy must be explained in detail to clarify its distinctive features. As it was mentioned by Ardakan and Hamadani, 4 mixed redundancy strategy is a combination of active and standby strategies. In mixed redundancy strategy, the numbers of active and standby components in each subsystem are considered as decision variables which must be estimated optimally. If one considers a specific subsystem with four components, two different structures are possible regarding the mixed redundancy strategy:
Structure I-three components in active mode and one in standby Structure II-two active components and two standby components Figure 1 illustrates these two different mixed structures. As it is shown in Figure 1 , in the beginning of the process, all the active components are in operation and when the last active component fails, it will be replaced with the first standby component and this replacement continues. The rest of the process (i.e. when all active components are failed and a redundant standby component needs to be substituted with the last failed component) is the same with the standby strategy. Subsystem fails when all active and redundant standby components fail.
Numerical results demonstrate that the mixed redundancy strategy leads to higher reliability compared to active and standby strategies. 4, 27, 28 However, mixed strategy has the same weakness as its standby counterpart, which relates to the switching system. At the time of last active component failure, if the switch does not work, the subsystem (and the entire system) will stop working, whereas there may be some redundant components that have not been used so far. This weakness causes the reduction in reliability of the subsystem/system. To eliminate this weakness, another form of mixed strategy is presented in this article. This strategy can be considered as a general form of mixed strategy, which we call it as ''K-mixed'' strategy. The K-mixed strategy offers greater flexibility to reliability analysts and system designer and leads to a notable improvement in the reliability of a specific systems. In this strategy, similar to mixed strategy, the numbers of active and standby components in the subsystem are considered as decision variables.
In the K-mixed strategy, at the time zero, all the active components start operating. This situation is similar to the mixed strategy. The main difference appears when the first active component is failed. In this situation, in mixed strategy, nothing is changed in activity of active or standby components. But for the K-mixed strategy, when the first active component fails, the failed component is replaced with the first standby component. It means that this strategy keeps a specific number of components (initial number of active components) in active mode as long as possible. When the next active component fails, the failed component is immediately replaced with the next redundant component. This procedure continues until all redundant components are activated and inserted to the subsystem. From this point onwards, the subsystem works with the remaining active components. Subsequently, the subsystem fails when the last active component fails. Figure 2 depicts the structure of a specific subsystem with the K-mixed redundancy strategy in both structures I and II (see Figure 1 ). As displayed in Figure 2 , the number of active components is considered the same as mixed strategy. It should be noted that only one component is necessary to work at any special time for operation of the subsystem.
In structure II, the system starts its operation with two active and two standby components. When the first active component fails, the failed component is replaced with the first standby component using the switching system. Therefore, the subsystem still works with two active components. After the second failure takes place, the failed one is replaced with the last standby component and the subsystem works with two active components again. When the next failure occurs, no standby component is remained in the subsystem and therefore, the subsystem must work with only one active component. The next component failure leads to the subsystem failure.
The standby, mixed and K-mixed strategies require a switching mechanism/failure detection to activate the redundant components. The switching system works as an imperfect system. Therefore, considering the reliability of the system regarding the reliability of the switching system is more realistic. Coit 24 described two different scenarios for an imperfect switching system: Scenario I-the failure detection continually monitors system performance to find a failure and replace the failed component with a redundant component. Switch failure can happen at any time and therefore switch reliability is a non-increasing function of time (r(t)) and switch reliability does not depend on the number of required switches. Scenario II-the switching system is activated only in response to a failure occurrence. Failure of the switching system will happen with a constant probability (r) when the switch is required.
In standby and mixed strategy, the switching system is used when the last active component is failed and therefore, the switching failure results in subsystem/system failure. In K-mixed strategy, the switching system is used when the first active component is failed. This has two advantages: (1) when the switching system fails, the subsystem/system still operates and (2) there is enough time to repair or replace the switching system. In this article, it is assumed that the repair time or the time for replacing the switching system is very short. Regarding the new proposed strategy, there is a decrease in the probability that the system fails due to switching failure. This study is an attempt to minimize the required number of switching operations which may result in direct subsystem failure.
Problem formulation
As it was mentioned, in this article, a specific subsystem is considered and the reliability of the subsystem with different redundancy strategies is analyzed. In addition, to demonstrate the advantage of K-mixed strategy in comparison with mixed, active and standby strategies, different values are considered for the component and switch reliabilities. The goal is to find the best strategy for the subsystem which leads to the highest reliability value, regarding the component and switch reliability. In all the combinations, it is assumed that the switching system follows the second scenario and it is triggered only in response to failure of a component. If the switch is failed upon triggering, then even it is repaired, it will not switch on the standby component until the next failure triggers the switch again.
In the following, the mathematical formulation for the K-mixed strategy is defined. First of all, the notations are presented below and then the formulation is discussed in detail.
Notations n S
number of standby components used in the subsystem n A number of active component used in the subsystem N number of components used in the subsystem (i.e. n = n A + n S ) T mission time which is considered 1000 units of time l failure rate of the component used in the subsystem (exponential distribution parameter) r(t) failure-detection/switching reliability at time t for scenario I r failure-detection/switching reliability at time t for scenario II r(t) reliability of the component used in the subsystem at time t f (j)
pdf for the jth failure arrival for the subsystem f max , n A pdf for the maximum active component failure time f min , n A pdf for the minimum active component failure time R(t, r, r, n) total reliability of the subsystem at time t based on the reliability of component, switch reliability and number of components
System reliability with K-mixed redundancy strategy
As displayed in section ''K-mixed strategy,'' for a subsystem with four components, the K-mixed redundancy strategy is formed into two structures; (I) three active components and one standby and (II) two active components and two standby components. The reliability of a subsystem with new redundancy strategy with imperfect and changeable switching for structures I and II is given by equations (1) and (2), respectively. Equations are developed by considering an exponential time-to-failure. The detailed procedure of obtaining equation (1) is presented in Appendix 1. In K-mixed strategy, the reliability formulation depends on the number of redundant components and number of active and standby components. Therefore, the following formula belongs to a subsystem with four components (three active and one standby)
Formula for a subsystem with four components (n A = 3) and (n S = 1)
The reliability of subsystem with structure II (two active and two standby) is given in equation (2) Reliability for four components in a subsystem with (n A = 2) and (n S = 2)
where r is the failure-detection/switching reliability at time t for scenario II, r(t) is the reliability of component used in subsystem at time t and (1 À r) is the probability that the failure-detection/switching does not work, since the component time-to-failure distribution is exponential, r(t) is calculated as follows
f min , n A (u) = pdf for the minimum failure time of n A active components which is calculated as follows
In equation (4), f(t) is the density function of time-tofailure for the components and F(t) is the cumulative distribution function.
In these equations, subsystem reliability is the sum of probabilities associated with mutually exclusive events that result in successful subsystem operation for mission time t.
As mentioned earlier, formulation of the K-mixed strategy is changed by changes in the number of component and number of active and standby components. As it is clear from the mentioned example, by changing the number of active components from three to two, reliability formulation is changed and the number of probabilities increased from six terms to eight terms. Therefore, there is no fixed number of segments for reliability formulation in each subsystem and the formula must be extended for each subsystem, separately.
It is worth mentioning that for calculating the pdf that shows the minimum failure time of the active components (f min , n A (u)), in some cases, the active components have different starting times. In these conditions, if the component time-to-failure follows an exponential distribution, it can be supposed that all components have the same starting time because of the memory-less property of this distribution. Therefore, equation (4) is justified. For other distributions, calculating f min , n A (u) is more complicated.
Numerical results
As the main purpose of this article is to introduce the K-mixed strategy for system redundancy, the performance of this strategy needs to be compared with previous strategies. Therefore, a specific subsystem with four components is taken into account. Also, it is assumed that the component and switch reliability values can be varied in a wide range. The results of K-mixed strategy with different component and switch reliability are calculated and compared with mixed, active and standby strategies. A switching system in scenario II, activation only in response to a failure occurrence, is considered for standby, mixed and K-mixed strategies. The reliability of a subsystem with n components and active, standby and mixed strategies are calculated as follows.
Reliability in active redundancy strategy
Reliability in standby redundancy strategy
where r(t) is the reliability of the component used in subsystem at time t, n is the number of components in subsystem and f (j) (u) is the pdf for the jth failure arrival for subsystem at time u. 24 In standby strategy, if switching system fails, system operation will stop even if switching system is considered changeable/repairable. This happens because in standby strategy at any time, only one component operates.
Reliability in mixed redundancy strategy
The formula for mixed strategy in second switching scenario is as follows
where f Max, n A is the pdf for the maximum failure times of n A number of failures of the component for subsystem which is calculated as follows
As it is clear, in our problem, the reliability of the subsystem with a fixed number of components can be varied by changing at least one of the following three parameters: All the combinations of component reliability and switch reliability are considered and for each one, the reliability of all four strategies is calculated and compared. In each combination, four reliability values are calculated, which are related to the four strategies and finally the reliability values are sorted from the best value to the worst one. The problem is solved with 11 different values for switch reliability and 10 different values for component reliability. In general, 110 different test problems are solved. In order to present all the combinations, a 10 3 11 matrix has been constructed, in which the matrix row represents the switch reliability and the matrix column represents the component reliability. Each cell of this matrix shows the order of different strategies from the best one to the worst one. In the matrix, some abbreviations are used which are as follows Since the matrix is extremely big, a small part of the matrix is chosen to make it manageable. Finally, the matrix is presented. Figure 3 shows a small part of the matrix. As it is shown in Figure 3 , C 22 (cell (2, 2) in the matrix) is the sorted results of subsystem reliability for all strategies. C 22 shows the reliability values for a subsystem with component reliability equal to 0.40 and switch reliability equal to 0.95 when different redundancy strategies are applied to the subsystem.
The results are sorted from the best one to the worst one, so M2, that is, mixed redundancy strategy in structure II (n A = 2 and n S = 2) leads to the highest reliability value for this subsystem among other strategies. Standby strategy, M1 (i.e. mixed strategy in structure I (n A = 3 and n S = 1)), KM2 (i.e. K-mixed strategy in structure II), KM1 (i.e. K-mixed strategy in structure I) and active strategy are in the next priorities, respectively.
The reliability values for all strategies related to the subsystem in C 22 are shown in Figure 3 . As displayed, the best reliability for this subsystem comes from mixed strategy (Ardakan and Hamandi 4 ) and the worst one comes from active strategy. Table 1 shows the reliability values for all cells of matrix in Figure 3 . Figure 4 depicts the complete results of all combinations in a matrix. The matrix is given in different colors. There are some definitions for each of them.
As it is shown in Figure 4 , at the corners of the matrix, the active and standby strategies have better performances. But in most of combinations, the new A Active redundancy strategy n A = 4 and n S = 0 S Standby redundancy strategy n A = 1 and n S = 3 M1 Mixed redundancy strategy (structure I) n A = 3 and n S = 1
M2
Mixed redundancy strategy (structure II) n A = 2 and n S = 2 KM1 K-mixed redundancy strategy (structure I) n A = 3 and n S = 1 KM2 K-mixed redundancy strategy (structure II) n A = 2 and n S = 2
Green
The range that standby strategy results better than others Blue
The range that mixed strategy results better than others Yellow
The range that new strategy (K-mixed) results better than others(these cells are presented in two different yellow colors regarding two structures of K-mixed strategy) Brown
The range that active strategy results better than others introduced K-mixed strategy outperforms other strategies. In most of previous studies, a fixed value has been considered for switch reliability (generally 0.99) and the efficiency of the strategies is only analysis in one point. Figure 4 demonstrates how it is important to have a complete survey on switch reliability and component reliability. Results can be summarized as follows
Standby redundancy strategy
In the top-left side of the matrix, the reliability of subsystem with standby strategy is superior to other strategies (i.e. cells C 11 , C 21 and C 31 ). In these three cells, component reliability is 0.30, 0.40 and 0.50, respectively, and switch reliability is 0.99. The question that needs to be addressed is why the standby redundancy has better performance under these circumstances. It can be said that in this specific situation, switch reliability is very high and trustable (0.99), therefore, standby strategy which has more redundant components among other strategies leads to higher reliability value.
Mixed redundancy strategy
Matrix cells with blue color represent the situations in which the mixed strategy has better performance compared to other strategies. Mixed strategy with structure I achieve better results in C 81 and C 91 cells. Mixed strategy with structure II is the best strategy considering the remaining blue cells such as C 41 , C 51 , C 12 , to name only a few. As switch reliability decreases, the strategies with fewer standby components are preferable. As a result, in the second column, mixed strategy (structure II: two standby components) becomes more desirable compared to standby strategy which includes three redundant standby components.
K-mixed redundancy strategy
As it is shown, most cells in the middle of the matrix are presented in yellow color. It means that in all these situations, the K-mixed strategy has better performance and leads to higher reliability values compared to other strategies. In total, 66 cells are yellow and in 44 cells, K-mixed with structure I is selected as the superior strategy. Also, K-mixed with structure II leads to better reliability in 22 cells. For example, in cells such as C 18 , C 34 , C 45 and C 93 , structure II has better performance and in cells such as C 29 , C 38 , C 47 and C 96 , structure I leads to the best results among other strategies. In the matrix, with decreasing switch reliability, use of new K-mixed strategy results in more reliability than other strategies, regarding the fact that in this strategy, when the switch is used, some active components still operate and with switch failure, the system does not fail. Figure 4 shows that there is a border between structures I and II in K-mixed strategy. The reason for these changes of structures is related to switch reliability reduction. From the beginning, it seems that the structure II (two redundant standby components) has better performance and as the switch reliability value becomes lower, the structure I is chosen.
Active redundancy strategy
In the bottom-left of the matrix, which is in brown color, it appears that active redundancy leads to better result compared to other strategies. In these situations, switch reliability is very low and therefore, strategies with standby components become unreliable. As it is clear, in these situations, standby strategy which has the most number of standby components has the poor performance which has been placed at the end of sequence. The unaddressed issue is the placement of active strategy which is located in the bottom rather than the top of matrix. This can be addressed considering the fact that when switch reliability is fixed (i.e. in a specific column of matrix), with enhancement of component reliability, strategies with fewer standby component lead to higher reliability. As a result, there is direct relationship between the component reliability and strategies with fewer standby components. Figure 5 renders the influence of switching system on six different structures. This figure demonstrates all the strategies' reliability regarding the changes in switch reliability when the component reliability is fixed at 0.65. Table 2 presents the reliability values pertaining to Figure 5 . As displayed in this figure, the first most sensitive strategy to switch reliability is standby strategy and the second most is mixed strategy as given in structure II. The active strategy is not sensitive to the switch reliability because this strategy does not use any switching system. It is interesting to note that K-mixed strategy in its first structure is somehow unaffected by the switch reliability and can be accounted as a reliable strategy. Therefore, if the switching system is not trustable, new strategy can be useful for system.
The reliability values of subsystem are illustrated in Figure 5 . This figure depicts the sensitivity of standby and mixed strategy and independence of K-mixed strategy. redundancy strategies when switch reliability is considered fixed at 0.80 and component reliability changes from 0.40 to 0.90. This figure demonstrates that the new redundancy strategy can improve the reliability of subsystem more than other. As it is shown in Figure  6 (a), when the component reliability ranges between 0.3 and 0.7, the K-mixed strategy with structure II leads to highest reliability among other strategies; when the component reliability ranges between 0.7 and 0.9, the K-mixed strategy with structure I has better performance. Therefore, for this example, in all combinations, the new introduced K-mixed strategy outperforms all the previous strategies. As mentioned earlier, if the switch reliability is considered fixed, when the component reliability increases, strategies with more standby components in their respective structures progress more in reliability values. As shown in Figure 7 , with the increase in component reliability, the reliability of active strategy increases remarkably. The comparative findings related to Figure  6 are given in Table 3 .
Conclusion
In this article, a new redundancy strategy is introduced. The proposed redundancy strategy which is called K-mixed strategy is a general form for the new introduced mixed strategy. This strategy can be used in all kinds of subsystems which use redundant components. At first, the mathematical formulation for new Kmixed strategy is introduced. Then, in order to evaluate the efficiency of the new strategy, considering the complexity of the formulation, a single specific subsystem with four components is considered and the reliability of the subsystem is calculated for all previous and new strategies. Accordingly, the reliability of the subsystem is evaluated considering various types of switch reliability and component reliability in order to demonstrate the capability of K-mixed strategy. The problem is solved with 10 different values for component reliability range from 0.30 to 0.90 and 11 different values for switch reliability range from 0.40 to 0.99. Therefore, the problem is solved for 110 different test problems. Numerical results show that in most of the 110 test problems, proposed K-mixed strategy outperforms the previous mixed, standby and active strategies while there are some situations in which previous strategies lead to higher reliability values. It can then be suggested that there is a need to study more about the efficiency of the proposed K-mixed strategies in future research. Authors' future works focus on the implementation of the K-mixed strategy in some benchmark problems such as series-parallel system, complex bridge structure and gas turbine, which lead to very complex and time-consuming optimization problems.
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